
I found the Bamboo beacons
Sinister in their cruel nakedness
Bound by last night’s winter lizard

Pines flaunt the color of my envy
Like Salome

You can barely see us
Drape the monolithic beast
With our fleeing footsteps
Slit by unforgiving gasps of wind
We were banished
From E-den
To Persian Goshen
For entertaining Nephilim
Along the invisible bonfire
Wall between Iran and Kurdistan
For chasing green
Hornets with unhallowed gifts
Into bloody rice crop circles
For always painting Dragon
Fruit in the broom closet
Swamp blue, leaving loyal wicks
Burning the remnant of violated flesh
 
You can keep your orchards
Your vineyards
Your cursed wells

We’ve struck gold in the serpent’s hostage kiss
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Since AJL’s Summer 2010 

installment, Eliyahu Enriquez’s 

poetry has been featured in 

Temple Sinai’s Kol Ha-Neshama, 

HaLapid: Journal of the Society 

for Crypto-Judaic Studies, 

MyJewishLearning.com, Alef: 

The NEXT Conversation, and 

Jews in ALL Hues, among 

others. He very much misses 

giving free glowstick shows to 

off-duty IDF soldiers c. 2004 and 

would one day like to donate his 

letters to The Garden Library For 

Migrant Communities in Tel Aviv. 

The recent passing of Samuel 

Menashe, as well as a flurry of 

published Haiku selections reflect 

his darkening Micro-Ditties. 

She’Chinatown is forthcoming.

Vietnamaste Frum Ararat

70 Eruptions

“Might I remind you,” remarked Alex Epstein’s Bald 
opponent, in a dialect that has yet to merit unveiling, 
“that Chess was invented in India” and proceeds 
to balance a pair of Nabuta on his teacup, while 
contemplating suicide balm.

Mahmoud Ahmadinejad said, “Iran is a fortress that 
cannot be destroyed.”
 
Fiendship and Poe-Tree of Know Ledge:
 
That’s all
I knead
Now
(I found hiss armaments
Distracting an aberration)
That’s all
I can afford
To loose:
 
Sheeple of Slaughterhaus.
Mickey Maus
Without thought.
Without Memory of thorn
Ore substance.
 
The value of a Most Wanted womanizer?
$7 to appease a goddesshead of Fortresses

That is all, folks.
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